Noradrenergic lesion of the locus coeruleus increases apomorphine-induced circling behavior and the firing activity of substantia nigra pars reticulata neurons in a rat model of Parkinson's disease.
The role of noradrenergic depletion of the locus coeruleus (LC) in the pathophysiology of Parkinson's disease (PD) is still unclear. In the present study, apomorphine-induced circling behavior and extracellular firing activity of substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) neurons were examined in rats with unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine lesions of the LC, substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and with combined SNc and LC lesions. A moderate contralateral circling was observed in rats with LC lesions after apomorphine. Moreover, the circling behavior was obviously increased by further lesions of LC in SNc-lesioned rats. Extracellular recordings indicated that the firing rate of SNr neurons increased significantly and the firing pattern of these neurons also changed towards more irregular and bursty after SNc lesioning as compared to sham-lesioned rats, while the firing rate and pattern were unaffected in rats with simple lesions of the LC. However, the firing rate of SNr neurons in rats with combined LC and SNc lesions increased significantly when compared to that of rats with simple lesions of the SNc, although the firing pattern was not altered. Furthermore, SNc lesions in rats increased the firing rate of SNr neurons with irregular firing pattern, and additional LC lesions in SNc-lesioned rats increased the firing rate of SNr neurons with regular and irregular firing pattern. These results indicate that lesions of the LC intensify apomorphine-induced circling behavior and lead to a further hyperactivity of SNr neurons in a rat model of PD, suggesting that LC-noradrenergic system is involved in the motor dysfunction of PD.